Word Find

Use the definitions to find the hidden word in the grid. The letters can go any direction around the grid, but will never cross.

**D O L M**
**I G P A**
**E S E R**
**V I T T S**
System responsible for extracting nutrients from food

**T I M S**
**R S M O**
**E N U F**
**A E T L**
System responsible for fighting disease in the body

**S E R P**
**P I R E**
**Y L A N**
**R O T T**
System responsible for oxygenation of the body

---

**M E O B**
**O H S T**
**C I S A**
**A S F W**
Process by which the body maintains stability

**D I M C**
**G K E Y**
**L S L F**
**A T E U**
System that protects and supports the body

**N H V M**
**T C S U**
**E U L G**
**K R A T**
System responsible for allowing the body to move

---

**A H D O**
**R C J E**
**K E L X**
**U N L S**
The building blocks of the body

**R C I P**
**E X E L**
**T F B S**
**O R Y V**
System responsible for removing waste from the body

**Q M E N**
**C W R A**
**L G V T**
**Y J E S**
Send messages throughout the body